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FLY SWAT BUZZ
Code: GM73005

Barcode: 9310522710853
Order Quantity: 30

Featuring a polypropylene shaft and shatterproof, polyethylene 
head, it’s large surface area increases the kill rate safely and easily.

FLY PAPER 8PK BUZZ
Code: GM73018

Barcode: 9310522710709
Order Quantity: 9

A clean, white paper baited with natural adhesive that attracts 
insects and is ideal for controlling flies in kitchens and food prepa-

ration areas.

FLY CATCHER REUSEABLE TWINPACK BUZZ
Code: GM73026

Barcode: 9310522710921
Order Quantity: 24

This easy-to-use fly trap draws flies in where they become trapped 
and drown. Effective for 2-3 weeks, it is poison-free and requires 

only water to activate the lure. It can also be reused once full.

TRAP FLY DISPOSABLE BUZZ
Code: GM73020

Barcode: 9310522710792
Order Quantity: 24

This easy-to-use fly trap draws flies in where they become trapped 
and drown. Effective for 2-3 weeks, it is poison-free and requires 
only water to activate the lure. Once full, simply dispose of the 

whole unit.

TRAP FLY REFILL 3PK BUZZ
Code: GM73028

Barcode: 9310522710945
Order Quantity: 6

The outdoor fly trap attractant refill is suitable for use in gardens, 
preventing flies from infesting homes. The lure is non-toxic and poi-
son-free, naturally attracting them to traps so they cannot escape
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TRAP FRUIT FLY TRAP 2PK BUZZ
Code: GM73085

Barcode: 9310522720364
Order Quantity: 6

Attracts and taps fruit flies in the kitchen. Eco-friendly and poison 
free, this trap is easy to use. Just add the attractant to help rid your 

kitchen of pesky fruit flies.

TRAP WASP HONEYPOT BUZZ
Code: GM73050

Barcode: 9310522710891
Order Quantity: 6

The outdoor wasp trap is suitable for use in gardens, preventing 
insects from infesting homes. The lure is non-toxic and poison-free, 

naturally attracting wasps to the traps so they can’t escape

TRAP WASP REFILL BUZZ, 3PK
Code: GM73027

Barcode: 9310522710938
Order Quantity: 6

The outdoor wasp trap attractant refill is suitable for use in gardens, 
preventing insects from infesting homes. The lure is non-toxic and 
poison-free, naturally attracting wasps to the traps so they can’t 

escape.

CATCHER OUTDOOR INSECT 5PK BUZZ
Code: GM73036

Barcode: 9310522720210
Order Quantity: 8

Easy to hang with reusable hooks. Five pack gives longer lasting 
protection. Pests are drawn to the attractant and aureola-yellow 

colour

CATCHER OUTDOOR INSECT PROTECT ON GUARD
Code: GM73030

Barcode: 9310522720159
Order Quantity: 12

This insect trap has a solid plastic casing for durability and strength. 
This insect trap can be used both indoors and outdoors. Prevents 

accidental trapping of birds and wildlife.

TRAP INSECT MINI 5PK BUZZ
Code: GM73084

Barcode: 9310522720357
Order Quantity: 24

Protect your plants from insects such as Thrips, Aphids, Whiteflies 
and Leafminers. Bright yellow sticky trap suitable for indoor and 

outdoor use. Traps will remain effective for an entire season.



TRAP MOTH CLOTHES 2PK BUZZ
Code: GM73083

Barcode: 9310522720340
Order Quantity: 12

Ideal for detecting and capturing clothes moths and protecting your 
garments. Contains a natural pheromone that attracts moths to the 

sticky adhesive surface. Ready to use.

TRAP MOTH CODLING BUZZ
Code: GM73080

Barcode: 9310522720319
Order Quantity: 12

Contains a synthetic, chemical free, non-toxic pheromone attractant 
that lures male moths to the trap to avoid breeding. Contains a 

sticky insert to trap moths. Will not attract beneficial insects, such 
as bees.

TRAP MOTH CODLING REFILL BUZZ
Code: GM73081

Barcode: 9310522720326
Order Quantity: 12

Sticky trap and pheromone lure for use with the Codling Moth Trap. 
Non-toxic pheromone lure attracts male moths to the sticky insert.

TRAP MOTH GUAVA BUZZ
Code: GM73086

Barcode: 9310522720371
Order Quantity: 12

Contains a synthetic, chemical free, non-toxic pheromone attractant 
that mimics the scent produced by the female moth to lure male 

moths to the trap. A sticky insert traps the moths to avoid breeding.

TRAP MOTH GUAVE REFILL BUZZ
Code: GM73087

Barcode: 9310522720388
Order Quantity: 12

Sticky trap and pheromone lure for use with the Guava Moth Trap. 
Non-toxic pheromone lure attracts male moths to the sticky insert 

to avoid breeding.

TRAP MOTH PANTRY 2PK BUZZ
Code: GM73082

Barcode: 9310522720333
Order Quantity: 12

Ready-to-use, eco-friendly trap that attracts and kills common 
moths. Includes a natural pheromone lure. Perfectly sized to fit 

discreetly into food storage areas.



SPRAY AUTO IN/OUT O/LESS PRIME MORTEIN
Code: RB3095173

Barcode: 9300701951733
Order Quantity: 3

An odourless spray is regularly released into the air on a timer, pro-
viding continuous protection indoors against flies, mosquitoes and 

crawling insects. Easy protection you can set and forget.

SPRAY AUTO INDOOR O/LESS REFILL MORTEIN
Code: RB357068

Barcode: 9300701442200
Order Quantity: 6

An odourless spray is regularly released into the air on a timer, pro-
viding continuous protection indoors against flies, mosquitoes and 

crawling insects. Easy protection you can set and forget.

SPRAY AUTO IND O/LESS REFILL 2PK MORTEIN
Code: RB8113474

Barcode: 9300701134747
Order Quantity: 6

An odourless spray is regularly released into the air on a timer, pro-
viding continuous protection indoors against flies, mosquitoes and 

crawling insects. Easy protection you can set and forget.

SPRAY AUTO IN/OUT N/GARD PRIME MORTEIN
Code: RB3095172

Barcode: 9300701951726
Order Quantity: 3

Automatically releases regular bursts of mist to continuously keep 
your home protected from flying and crawling insects. Contains 

natural eucalyptus essential oils. Easy protection you can set and 
forget.

SPRAY AUTO IND N/GUARD REFIL 2PK MORTEIN
Code: RB3034677

Barcode: 9300701346775
Order Quantity: 6

Automatically releases regular bursts of mist to continuously keep 
your home protected from flying and crawling insects. Contains 

natural eucalyptus essential oils. Easy protection you can set and 
forget.

SPRAY AUTO MULTI P/GARD PRIME MORTEIN
Code: RB3095174

Barcode: 9300701951740
Order Quantity: 3

Higher efficency automatic spray releases regular bursts of mist to 
continuously keep your home protected from crawling insects. Easy 

protection you can set and forget.



SPRAY AUTO MULTI P/GARD REFILL MORTEIN
Code: RB3092454

Barcode: 9300701924546
Order Quantity: 6

Higher efficency automatic spray releases regular bursts of mist to 
continuously keep your home protected from crawling insects. Easy 

protection you can set and forget.

SPRAY MOSQ & FLY FAST K/D O/LESS MORTEIN
Code: RB351734

Barcode: 9300701950293
Order Quantity: 9

The unique advanced technology releases a statically charged spray 
that seeks out and kills flying insects in the vicinity—including flies, 

mosquitoes and moths—fast.

SPRAY MULTI INSECT FAST K/D 300G MORTEIN
Code: RB8157110

Barcode: 9310045400217
Order Quantity: 9

This multi-functional insect killer stops insects with a single blast. 
It’s designed to knock down crawling and flying insects inside your 
home fast, leaving your home protected from unwelcome guests.

SPRAY MULTI INSECT P/GARD 300G MORTEIN
Code: RB3046646

Barcode: 9300701466466
Order Quantity: 6

Kills flies, mosquitoes, moths, cockroaches, spiders, ants, fleas, wasps 
and silverfish in seconds. Mortein’s fastest multi insect killer on 

cockroaches.

PLUG IN MOSQUITO & FLY PRIME MORTEIN
Code: RB3064038

Barcode: 9300701467135
Order Quantity: 8

Repelling mosquitos for 12 hours by emitting high-quality, odourless 
protection. Use it in any internal room needing defence against flies 

and mozzies for indoor use ongoing protection

PLUG IN MOSQUITO & FLY REFILL MORTEIN
Code: RB3066066

Barcode: 9300701467456
Order Quantity: 10

Repelling mosquitos for 12 hours by emitting high-quality, odourless 
protection. Use it in any internal room needing defence against flies 

and mozzies for indoor use ongoing protection



INSECT KILLER PLUG IN BUZZ
Code: GM73062

Barcode: 9310522711713
Order Quantity: 4

Mini UV LED lights attract flying insects into a high voltage grid. 
Tray collects dead insects and detaches from unit for easy disposal 
and cleaning. Protective guard stops young children or pets from 

touching the grid.

INSECT KILLER NIGHT TIME BUZZ
Code: GM73061N

Barcode: 9310522711706
Order Quantity: 6

Attracts light-sensitive flying insects and traps them on adhesive 
sheets. UV lamp is rated for up to 4,000 hours continuous use. 

Poison Free. Easy to use.

INSECT KILLER REFILL FOR GM73061N BUZZ
Code: GM73065

Barcode: 9310522711775
Order Quantity: 6

Attracts light-sensitive flying insects and traps them on adhesive 
sheets. Up to 4,000 hours of continuous use. Poison Free. Easy to 

use.

TRAP COCKROACH 6PK BUZZ
Code: GM73012

Barcode: 9310522710976
Order Quantity: 12

A powerful, highly-alluring banana scented attractant draws cock-
roaches to the tray. Stronghold glue all around the inside of the trap 

captures adult cockroaches, as well as other crawling insect pests 
including silverfish, earwigs and beetles.

ELECTRONIC
INSECT CONTROL

CRAWLING 
INSECT CONTROL



TRAP FLEA BUZZ
Code: GM73088

Barcode: 9310522720395
Order Quantity: 6

An effective way to monitor and control fleas within the home envi-
ronment. Eco-friendly and poison free, the trap generates heat that 

mimics warm blooded animals, trapping fleas on adhesive disc.

TRAP FLEA CAPTURE PADS 2PK BUZZ
Code: GM73089

Barcode: 9310522720401
Order Quantity: 12

Adhesive disc for use with the Buzz Flea trap. Eco-friendly and easy 
to use, it traps fleas without the use of poisons or sprays. Pack also 

includes 2 heating bulbs.

TRAP HOUSEHOLD PEST 4PK BUZZ
Code: GM73014

Barcode: 9310522710907
Order Quantity: 12

Advanced soft-set insect glue traps featuring extra large capture 
area to catch and hold spiders, cockroaches, scorpions, earwigs 

and other unwanted household pests. Non toxic and pesticide free 
attractant.

BARRIER SLUG & SNAIL 4M ON GUARD
Code: GM72561

Barcode: 9310522720104
Order Quantity: 6

This insect trap has a copper tape that forms a barrier around pots, 
greenhouses and garden beds, emitting a small electrical charge 

when a slug or snail attempts to cross.

GEL SLUG 650ML ON GUARD
Code: GM72562

Barcode: 9310522720111
Order Quantity: 6

A natural, chemical-free barrier to protect plants. Slugs and 
snails are deterred from accessing plants surrounded with the gel. 

Non-toxic making it safe for used around children, pets and wildlife.

TRAP SNAIL & SLUG 2PK ON GUARD
Code: GM72560

Barcode: 9310522720098
Order Quantity: 6

Protects your veggie patches, seedlings and vulnerable plants from 
snails and slugs. Easy to bury in the ground. Treats area over 60 

square metres. Reusable: open, clean and reset.



SPRAY FLEA BOMB 150GX 2 PACK MORT (2.1)
Code: HPP03340

Barcode: 9300701003340
Order Quantity: 6

Kills fleas and flea egg for up to 9 month. Specifically developed for 
when your house is struck by a nasty flea invasion. For indoor use 

only, in spaces not smaller than 5 meters cubed.

BOMB INSECT CONTROL 125G X 3PK MORTEIN
Code: RB159040

Barcode: 9300701975531
Order Quantity: 8

This complete do-it-yourself solution to home pest control releases a 
fine mist that kills seven of the most common pests and breaks the 

breeding cycle of fleas. The dual-action formula takes flea control to 
a new level.

INSECTICIDE ANT SAND 500G MORTEIN
Code: HPP01322

Barcode: 9300701001322
Order Quantity: 8

Kills ants before they forge a scented trail to your house. Works up 
to 2 month. Remains effective even after rain. Safe for use around 

plants and soil when used as directed.

SPRAY SURF BARRIER 350G MORT
Code: HPP50323

Barcode: 9300701950323
Order Quantity: 8

Specially formulated for use outdoors to kill crawling insects. Low 
odour and non-stain thanks to its water based formula. Provides 

barrier protection for up to 6 months.


